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1 Introduction 

Electrification systems based on the use of renewable energies are a suitable option for 

providing electricity to isolated communities autonomously, particularly in rural areas from 

developing countries. To electrify these populations, designs that combine wind and photovoltaic 

(PV) technologies as well as individual systems and microgrids have recently proven advantageous. 

In this context, the aim of this case study is that students develop a Mixed Integer Linear 

Programming (MILP) model to design such projects. The model is based on the one presented by 

Ferrer-Martí et al. [2013] and allows minimizing the project cost, while considering the detail of the 

community, the energy resources and the available equipment. As a result, the size and location of 

all the equipment to install are defined. 
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1.1 Disciplines covered 

The main discipline covered by this case study is the modeling of a complex problem through 

quantitative methods. The aim is that students be able to conceptually conceive the problem and 

formulate the corresponding MILP model. Moreover, students have to solve it using specialized 

software for a community that has been prepared based on real data, and so they have to obtain the 

optimal electrification system and explain the solution (value of the variables) in a clear way. 

Although the case study can be solved with no more knowledge than quantitative methods, some 

basic technical concepts on electricity and renewable energies can help in the formulation of some 

constraints. Finally, the case study promotes teamwork since the two proposed activities are 

realized in groups of 3 or 4 students. 

 

1.2 Learning outcomes 

As a result of this case study, students are expected to be able to: 

 Understand the problem of the lack of access to electricity worldwide and its consequences on 

human development. 

 Know the main components of rural electrification systems and the technical relationships 

between them. 

 Formulate a MILP model to solve a complex problem, clearly defining the data necessary, the 

variables defining the solution, the objective function and the constraints. 

 Solve the developed MILP model using specialized software, and explain the solution in a clear 

and structured way. 

 

1.3 Activities 

The design of electrification projects is a complex and hard task. In particular, the MILP 

model developed by Ferrer-Martí et al. [2013] includes many technical concepts that have been 

simplified in order to ease students’ understanding of the problem. However, the problem is still 

complex and so the activities have been prepared accordingly. In the first activity (in class) students 

are introduced on the problem during two hours. Specifically they have to work on a basic problem 

(very simplified), trying to develop an initial MILP model, in groups of 3 or 4 students. At the end 

of the activity a discussion between all the students is led by the lecturer in order to clarify the 

concepts and solve any doubts that may arise. In the second activity (at home) students start from 

the initial model developed previously, and have to include some new considerations. Thus, they 

obtain a comprehensive model that allows solving stand-alone electrification projects, using PV and 

wind energies and combining individual systems and microgrids. The example of a community 

(which has been prepared based on real data) is finally proposed, and students have to use 

specialized software to solve the model, obtain the optimal electrification system for the community 

and explain the solution in a clear way. This activity is also realized in groups of 3 or 4 students, 

and its duration is expected to be 10 hours, although this time can be slightly increased or reduced 

depending on students’ knowledge on the software for models’ resolution. The evaluation is divided 

between the two activities as detailed along this document. 
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2 Description of the context 

In this section a description of the context of the case study is realized. First, the problem of 

the lack of access to electricity is briefly explained. Then the need of aid tools to design stand-alone 

electrification projects is justified. Finally, the specific context of the proposed case study is 

clarified. 

 

2.1 Introduction: Access to electricity 

Nowadays, an estimated 1.3 billion people do not have access to electricity [IEA, 2013], 

especially in rural areas from developing countries [Kanagawa & Nakata, 2008]. The contribution 

of energy, and particularly electricity, to meet the Millennium Development Goals of the United 

Nations Development Program has been widely demonstrated [DFID, 2002]. Among other benefits, 

access to electricity helps: reducing eyesight and lungs illnesses (caused by smoke from kerosene 

lamps and candles), extending the daily productive hours, allowing children to study in the 

evenings, getting a better education through the use of new technologies at schools, increasing 

access to means of communication and improving health centers through the use of some medical 

devices or vaccines’ refrigeration. In fact, the relationship between the Human Development Index 

and the electricity use has been verified [Benka, 2002]. Figure 1 shows this connection: as 

observed, when the electricity is brought to new populations, very low increases in the consumption 

lead to very high increases in the Human Development Index. In exchange, for the most 

industrialized countries, big increases in the electric consumption do not lead to significant changes 

in the Human Development Index. 

 

 
Figure 1 – Human Development Index vs. annual electricity use per capita [Benka, 2002]. 
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2.2 Justification: Stand-alone electrification 

The conventional strategy for increasing access to electricity consists on extending the 

national electric grid [Tenenbaum et al., 2014]. However this option is usually limited due to the 

complex terrain and the dispersed nature of most rural villages in some rural regions from 

developing countries [Ferrer-Martí et al., 2012]. In these cases, the costs excessively raise and the 

technical problems become dramatically important. Under these circumstances, stand-alone 

electrification systems that use renewable energies are a suitable option for providing electricity to 

isolated communities [Chaurey et al. 2004]. Their main advantages are that they are often cheaper 

than grid extension and they promote the long-term sustainability of projects thanks to the use of 

local resources and the avoidance of external dependences [Akorede et al., 2010]. 

 

When implementing such projects many electrification options exist. For example the micro-

hydro power plants profit a water flow and a waterfall to generate the electricity. This is a cheap 

and studied option, but that becomes unfeasible without near rivers [Tenenbaum et al., 2014]. This 

case study focuses on the photovoltaic (PV) and wind technologies, which are among the most 

widespread[Rolland &Glania, 2011]. PV systems have been usually chosen during the last decades, 

since it is a simple and very well-known technology [Nieuwenhout et al., 2001; Zahedi, 2006]. 

Recently, wind power is gaining attention, since in windy regions wind systems can be cheaper than 

PV ones, for the same energy output [Nfah&Ngundam, 2008; Ferrer-Martí et al. 2011; Leary et al., 

2012]. 

 

Hybrid systems that use an adequate combination of PV and wind generators are increasingly 

being used and the analysis and comparison of the most appropriate energy sources has gained the 

attention of researchers during the last decades, since each technology complements to each other 

[Deshmukh&Deshmukh, 2008; Zhou et al., 2010]. In particular, current research on stand-alone 

electrification systems for rural communities is mainly focused on the study of the best energy 

sources combination, according to resources availability [Bernal-Agustín&Dufo-Lopez, 2009]. For 

example, some studies consider in detail the equipment cost throughout the lifespan of the project 

[Ashok, 2007; Bala&Siddique, 2009]. Huang et al. [2008] presented a Mixed Integer Lineal 

Programming (MILP) model to optimize a community system, and considered the perspectives of 

the institutions involved in the project. Ekren&Ekren [2009] developed a simulation model for a 

wind-PV system already designed. Finally, HOMER (by the National Renewable Energy 

Laboratory) is possibly the most widely used decision support tool, which simulates and compares 

the costs throughout the lifespan of a project for various technologies [Akella et al., 2007]. 

 

As distribution scheme, due to the common dispersion between houses in most rural 

communities from developing countries, individual systems have been usually installed [Ferrer-

Martí et al., 2010]. That is an independent generation, storage and distribution system for each 

consumption point (houses, schools, health centers or community centers). As an alternative, 

electrification projects that combine the use of individual systems with one or more microgrids are 

increasingly being used [Alzola et al., 2009]. These configurations consist of a generation point that 

supplies to several consumption points and have many advantages [Kirubi et al., 2009]: 
 

 The consumption of a point is not conditioned by the resources at its location. For example, a 

low wind resource point placed in a valley can be supplied by wind turbines placed in a high 

resource point at a mountain summit, by extending electric cabling. 

 The equity in consumption is favored since all users are supplied by the same generators. 

 Costs can be saved due to economies of scale. When assembling points in a microgrid, more 

powerful equipment can be used, which have a least ratio between cost and energy produced. 
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 A greater flexibility in the consumption is allowed; i.e. the consumption can be punctually 

increased either due to special days (as community celebrations), the development of productive 

activities or even the adhesion of a new user. 

 

Figure 2 shows the duality between the usually implemented solution and the proposed 

solution. On the left figure, individual wind systems are used for each consumption point. Logically 

for higher demand points (big green squares), higher wind turbines are used (big blue circles). In 

exchange, the right figure combines individual systems with microgrids, and uses the most 

appropriate technology at each point. The central microgrid profits a high wind resource area to 

supply several consumption points, while the right microgrid has not high wind potential points, but 

joins a set of points due to their proximity. Additionally two individual systems are implemented. 

 

 
Figure 2 – Comparison of a wind individual system with a hybrid PV-wind system that combines 

microgrids and individual systems. 

 

The use of microgrids has demonstrated to be beneficial to electrify isolated communities 

autonomously [Mendes et al., 2011; Ferrer-Martí et al., 2012; Yadoo & Cruickshank, 2012]. 

However, microgrids imply a higher difficulty in the design, being necessary to plan their structure 

and connections; and to study a good compromise between their extension (and the subsequent 

improvement in the service quality) and the possible cost increases when connecting consumption 

points [Ferrer-Martí et al., 2012]. In this line, research is being increasing during the last years 

[Jiayi et al., 2008; Chaurey&Kandpal, 2010; Kumar Basua et al., 2011; SelimUstun et al., 2011]. 

For example, VIPOR (by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory) is a very used decision 

support tool that considers both individual generation points and a microgrid with limited possible 

generation points. This tool uses a simulated annealing heuristic approach to solve the problem, 

minimizing the cost throughout the lifespan of the project [Lambert &Hittle 2000]. In combination 

with HOMER, they offer a complete tool allowing to first design the generation system and then the 

distribution configuration. 

 

Context: Design aid model 

 

White et al. [2011] state: “In face of worldwide difficulties for meeting energy needs and 

rising usage in developing countries, a greater emphasis on optimal use of energy resources might 

be expected in OR literature”. Doubts may arise when considering if solving mathematical models 

may be efficient enough for real size problems. However, integer programming has gained 

acceptance as a tool for providing optimal or near-to-optimal solutions [Atamtürk&Savelsbergh, 
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2005]. Recently, Fomin&Kratsch[2010] confirm that the development of the area of exact 

algorithms to solve problems has changed drastically in the last decade and is now a dynamic 

research area that has already significantly improved the running time of classical problems. 

 

In this line, Ferrer-Martí et al. [2013] developed a MILP model that allows optimizing the 

design of hybrid PV-wind rural electrification systems using individual generators and one or more 

microgrids. As input data, the model considers: the energy and power demands of each 

consumption point; the days of autonomy required according to resources variability; the detail of 

the wind and the sun resources at the area; and the technical and economical characteristics of all 

the equipment available in the region. The objective is to minimize the cost, as it is usually done in 

literature [Ashok 2007], because the budget is generally a tight constraint in rural electrification 

projects from developing countries. As constraints, the main technical considerations related to the 

equipment and the relationships between them are considered. Therefore, as a result, the model 

solves the best generation option or combination (between PV panels and wind turbines) for each 

point in the community, the size of the all the equipment to install (controllers, batteries, inverters 

and meters), as well as the individual points, the microgrids and their scheme. 

 

Figure 3 illustrates the kind of electrification systems designed, detailing all the equipment 

involved. The electricity is produced by the PV panels and/or the wind turbines. If at a point only 

one technology is used just the corresponding branch will be included, while for hybrid points both 

branches are considered. The controllers protect batteries from overloads and deep discharges that 

could damage the lifecycle of batteries. The electricity is then stored in the batteries to bridge the 

gap between generation and consumption. Next, the inverters transform the direct current leaving 

batteries into alternating current, which is more suitable for most electrical appliances. Finally, the 

electricity is distributed to consumption points as individual systems (only one point) or radial 

microgrids (several connected points), that is in form of a tree. Additionally, a meter is installed at 

microgrid points to control its consume and avoid one user consume more than expected, letting the 

other without enough electricity. 

 

 
Figure 3 – Scheme of elements involved in an electrification system with microgrid distribution. 

 

The model developed by Ferrer-Martí et al. [2013] is used to improve the electrification 

system design of two real communities: El Alumbre and Alto Peru, both in the region of Cajamarca, 
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Peru. Figure 4 shows the Peruvian wind map and the emplacement of the two communities in the 

Andean highlands. As observed, the wind resource in the studied region is among the highest levels 

from the whole country. The communities are located in a mountainous area, between 3500 and 

4000 meters over the sea level and far from the nearest major cities. The climatic conditions are 

very adverse, having a rainy and a dry season, and with temperatures hardly exceeding 10ºC during 

all the year. El Alumbre is composed by 33 houses a health center and a school, scattered in an area 

of 3.5x3.5 km
2
. Alto Peru has 25 houses and a church, scattered in an area of 1.5x3.5 km

2
. The 

population of both communities mainly lives from local-scale agriculture, livestock and commercial 

activities, with subsistence economies. In both cases, there are high illiteracy levels, especially 

among women, and a great part of population particularly men tend to migrate to the nearest cities 

looking for a more prosperous future. Basic services as drinkable water, sanitation, education or 

health are very limited and, in particular, the communities have no access to electricity. Between 

2008 and 2010 their electrification was carried out by the NGOs Practical Action (Peru), 

Engineering Without Borders (Catalonia and Valencia, Spain) and Green Empowerment (USA). 

This project brought the electricity to both populations using wind and PV energies. In particular, El 

Alumbre was electrified through individual wind systems for the 35 consumption points, while in 

Alto Peru a hybrid wind-PV microgrid of 8 users, a wind microgrid of 6 users, a PV microgrid of 3 

users and 9 PV individual systems were installed. Both projects were pioneers in Peru, using PV 

and wind technologies and have led to a significant increase in the development of such projects in 

the region. 

 

In this context, the current case study aims students to progressively develop a MILP model 

based on the one presented by Ferrer-Martí et al. [2013], although logically simplified in order to 

primarily focus on the model formulation instead of complex electrical aspects. Then, a fictitious 

community is proposed to apply the model, which has been prepared using real data of the 

communities of El Alumbre and Alto Peru, as well as real equipment data. Students must solve the 

developed model and find the optimal electrification system design for this community. 

 

 
Figure 4 – Location of the communities of El Alumbre and Alto Peru, in the wind map of 

Cajamarca and Peru [Ferrer-Martí et al., 2010]. 
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3 Class activity 

3.1 Methodology 

This activity is prepared for a two-hour session class and is divided in two parts. First, 

students are divided in three-member groups and the proposed statement (shown next) is given to 

each group. During the first hour they have to develop a mathematical model that allowssolving the 

problem. At the end, the lecturer gathers the models from each group for their evaluation and during 

the second hour a debate guided by the lecturer is carried out in order to solve the model as in the 

solution (shown later), as well as resolve any doubts that may arise. 
 

3.2 Proposed statement 

An NGO in charge of electrifying the community of Rio Colorado, which is located in the 

Andean region of Peru, asks you to design the optimal solution. After an in-depth socioeconomic 

analysis of the community, you have determined the main data about the population. Table 1 shows 

the coordinates and the energy, power and autonomy demands, for the 7 consumption points that 

compose the community. Note that a specific energy and power demands have been determined for 

each point, while the autonomy demand is the same for all of them. 
 

Table 1 – Coordinates, energy and power demands of all the consumption points, and days of 

autonomy required for the community of Rio Colorado. 

 
Type of point 

Coordinates Energy demand 

[Wh/day] 

Power demand 

[W] 

Autonomy demand 

[days] 
 

x y z 

1 House 74 34 0 300 200 

3 

2 Health center 244 200 55 1000 500 

3 House 195 428 85 300 200 

4 House 354 342 88 300 200 

5 School 392 356 94 1000 500 

6 House 431 334 94 300 200 

7 Church 495 272 95 200 150 

 

Additionally, from previous electrification projects, you have gathered information about the 

cost and the technical characteristics of the available equipment in the region(Table 2).Moreover 

you know that the kinds of electrification systems that are usually implemented in rural areas from 

developing countries (as where you are working) are as shown in Figure 5. 

 
Table 2 – Cost and technical characteristics of the available equipment in the region. 

 
Cost [$] Energy generated [Wh/day] 

PV panels 

(3 types) 

451 217 

636 326 

821 434 
 

 
Cost [$] Storage capacity [Wh/day] 

Batteries 

(2 types) 

225 1500 

325 3000 
 

 
Cost [$] Power [W] 

Inverters 

(2 types) 

377 300 

1000 1000 
 

 Cost [$/m]  

Wiring  (1 type) 3  
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Figure 5 – Scheme of elements involved in an electrification system with microgrid distribution. 

 

With this information, the aim of this activity is to develop a Mixed Integer Linear 

Programming (MILP) model to facilitate the design of an electrification solution for the community 

of Rio Colorado. In particular, the model has to: 

 

 Minimize the initial investment cost. 

 Decide the type of equipment to install (PV panels, batteries and inverters) and where. 

 Decide the configuration of the electrical distribution (microgrids and individual systems). 

 Consider the technical limitations that are detailed next: 

o PV panels, batteries and inverters must be installed at consumption points. 

o The PV panels installed at a point must produce enough electricity to cover the energy 

demand of the supplied points (which will only be the point where generators are placed in 

the case of individual systems and will be this point plus the connected consumption points 

in the case of microgrids). 

o The batteries installed at a point must have enough storage capacity to cover the energy 

demand of the supplied points. 

o The inverters installed at a point must have enough power to cover the power demand of the 

supplied points. 

o Individual systems do not have any input nor output wire. In exchange, microgrids have a 

radial scheme (in form of a tree). The microgrid points where generators are placed cannot 

have input wires but can have one or more output wires. The connected points must have 

one and only one input wire but can have one or more output wires. 

o The wires connecting the equipment (from the PV generation until the first consumption 

point, indicated as Generation system in Figure 5) are not considered, since their length is 

not significant in front of the distance between points. 

 

Remark: The target is to develop a MILP model as generic as possible, that can be used to 

solve the proposed problem, but that could allow designing another community with different data. 
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3.3 Solution 

Note:  Data are parameters from reality needed to set the model out; 

Variables are the aspects from the solution to be known; 

The objective function is the target of the problem; and 

The constraints are the limitations to the problem. 

 

1. Data 

Consumption points: 

P Number of consumption points. 

Lpd Distance [m] between two points p and d (p=1,…,P; d=1,…,P). 

EDp Electric energy demand [Wh/day] at p (p=1,…,P). 

PDp Power demand [W] at p (p=1,…,P). 

AD Required autonomy of the batteries [days]. 

 

PV Generation: 

S Types of PV panels (s=1,…,S). 

ESs Energy generated [Wh/day] by a PV panel of type s (s=1,…,S). 

CSs Cost [$] of a PV panel of type s (s=1,…,S). 

 

Batteries: 

B Types of batteries (b=1,…,B). 

EBb Capacity [Wh] of a battery of type b (b=1,…,B). 

CBb Cost [$] of a battery of type b (b=1,…,B). 

 

Inverters: 

I Types of inverters (i=1,…,I). 

PIi Maximum power [W] of an inverter of type I (i=1,…,I). 

CIi Cost [$] of an inverter of type I (i=1,…,I). 

 

Microgrid: 

CC Cost [$/m] of the microgrids’ wire, including the infrastructure. 

 

Additional data: 

M Parameter with a very high value (infinite) used for modelling purposes. 

 

2. Variables 

 Integer non-negative variables to define the location and sizing of equipment: 

xsps Number of PV panels of type s placed at point p (p=1,…,P; s=1,…,S). 

xbpb Number of batteries of type b placed at point p (p=1,…,P; b=1,…,B). 

xipi Number of inverters of type i placed at point p (p=1,…,P; i=1,…,I). 

 

 Float non-negative variables to define energy and power flows: 

fepd Flow of energy [Wh/day] between the points p and d (p=1,…,P; d=1,…,P | p≠d). 

fppd Flow of power [W] between the points p and d (p=1,…,P; d=1,…,P | p≠d). 

 

 Binary variables to define the generation points and the microgrid wires: 

xgp∈  {0;1} 1, if there is a generator (wind turbine or PV panel) at point p (p=1,…,P). 

xcpd∈ {0;1} 1, if there is a wire between the points p and d (p=1,…,P; d=1,…,P | p≠d). 
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3. Objective function 

The objective function (1) minimizes the project cost, considering all the installed equipment: 

wind turbines, PV panels, batteries, inverters and wires. 

 
1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1|

P S P B

s ps b pb

p s p b

P I P P

i pi pd pd

p i p d p d

MIN Z CS xs CB xb

CI xi L CC xc

   

    

    

   

 

  

 (1) 

 

4. Constraints 

Constraints (2) and (3) allow defining the value of the variable xgp, which indicates if a 

consumption points is a generation point (has PV panels installed at its location). If there is, at least, 

one PV panel at a point (2), this is a generation point; so the variable xgp takes value 1. In exchange, 

if there are no PV panels (3), this is a non-generation point; so the variable xgp takes value 0. 

1

S

ps p

s

xs M xg


   1,...,p P  (2) 

1

S

ps p

s

xs xg


  1,...,p P  (3) 

 

Constraint (4) is an energy balance. At each consumption point the energy flow arriving by 

the input wires (for non-generation points) or the energy generated by the installed PV panels (for 

generation points) must be higher than or equal to the energy consumed by the own point plus the 

energy leaving by the output wires (if any). 

Constraint (5) is analogous to (4) but for the power flow. In the case of power, the inverters 

delimit the total power flow that can pass to the consumption points. 

Constraint (6) allows sizing the storage capacity of batteries. For each point, the energy stored 

in the installed batteries is higher than or equal to the energy demand of the own point plus the 

energy flow leaving by the output wires (if any), multiplied by the days of autonomy required. Note 

that the component M·(1–xgp) forces that the constraints has only effect at the generation points 

(both individual systems and microgrid generation points). For the consumption points supplied by 

a microgrid no batteries will be installed. Constraint (7) ensures that the inverters are installed at 

generation points. 

1| 1 1|

P S P

qp s ps p pd

q p q s d p d

fe ES xs ED fe
    

       1,...,p P  (4) 

1| 1 1|

P I P

qp i pi p pd

q p q i d p d

fp PI xi PD fp
    

       1,...,p P  (5) 

 
1 1|

1
B P

b pb p p pd

b d p d

EB xb M xg AD ED fe
  

 
      

 
   1,...,p P  (6) 

pi pxi NI xg   1,..., ; 1,...,p P i I   (7) 

 

Constraints (8) and (9) relate the energy and power flows (fepd and fppd), respectively, to the 

existence of a wire between two points (xcpd). Finally, the radial distribution scheme of microgrids 

is established in constraint (10). At each point there can be, at the most, one input wire (for non-

generation points) or the point is a generation point (xgp=1). 

pd pdfe M xc   1,..., ; 1,..., |p P d P p d    (8) 
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pd pdfp M xc   1,..., ; 1,..., |p P d P p d    (9) 

1|

1
P

qp p

q p d

xc xg
 

   1,...,p P  (10) 

 

3.4 Evaluation criteria 

The aim is not that students develop a very accurate model in this activity, but to introduce 

them on the problem. Then, during the debate, the model will definitely be formulated by the class 

all together, helped by the lecturer. Therefore, the evaluation is divided in two parts: the developed 

model (marked up to 2 points and evaluating the three members of each group together) and the 

participation in the debate (marked up to 1 point and evaluating each student separately). 

The remaining 7 points are evaluated on the homework activity. The evaluation criteria are 

defined below: 

 

Model development 

 The group has developed a model that does not respond to the problem and that lacks 

consistency (for example: use of variables in the constraints that have not been 

defined; development of constraints without any logical reasoning or not explained). 

0 points 

 The group has developed a model that responds to the problem, but that lacks 

consistency. 
1 point 

 The group has developed a consistent model, even if there are minor mistakes. 2 points 

  

Debate participation 

 The student has not participated in the debate nor shown any interest on the activity. 0 points 

 The student has actively participated in the debate and has understood the problem 

and the model. 
1 point 

4 Homework activity 

4.1 Methodology 

This activity is prepared for a dedication time of around 10 hours for three-member groups. 

The groups do not have to be necessarily the same as in the class activity. The starting point is the 

mathematical model developed in the class activity (the students have all the material used, 

including the solution, from now on called “starting model”). Now the purpose is double. On the 

one hand, three model extensions are proposed to be included in order to develop a more 

comprehensive model. The expected time for this task is around 4 hours. On the other hand, once a 

group has developed the complete model, they have to use specialized software to solve the optimal 

electrification solution for the proposed community. 

 

4.2 Proposed statement 

The NGO in charge of electrifying the community of Rio Colorado now asks you to develop a 

more complex model, in order to design a more comprehensive electrification system. The data 

from the community is logically maintained (Table 3). New equipment is considered in addition to 

the PV panels, the batteries, the inverters and the wires (Figure 6). 

Firstly, wind turbines are considered as a new generation option. Therefore, the model has to 

choose for each generation point the most adequate combination between the solar and the wind 
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technologies. Secondly, PV and wind controllers are considered. These devices protect batteries 

from overloads or deep discharges that can be produced by high variations in the solar and wind 

resources. The sum of the power of the generators installed at a generation point must be supported 

by the controllers of the corresponding technology. 

Finally, meters are installed at all the points from a microgrid (both the generation points and 

the supplied points). These devices measure the consumption of each connected point in order to 

avoid that a user exceeds his/her consume, letting the others without enough electricity.  

Table 4 shows the data of all the equipment available. However, unlike the solar resource 

which can be considered uniform inside a same community, the wind resource is much more 

variable. Therefore the energy generated by each type of wind turbine at each point of the 

community is different and can be observed in Table 5. 

 
Table 3 – Coordinates and energy and power demands of all the consumption points of the 

community of Rio Colorado. 

 
Type of point 

Coordinates Energy demand 

[Wh/day] 

Power demand 

[W] 

Autonomy demand 

[days] 
 

x y z 

1 House 74 34 0 300 200 

3 

2 Health center 244 200 55 1000 500 

3 House 195 428 85 300 200 

4 House 354 342 88 300 200 

5 School 392 356 94 1000 500 

6 House 431 334 94 300 200 

7 Church 495 272 95 200 150 

 

 
Figure 6 – Scheme of elements involved in an electrification system with microgrid distribution. 

 
Table 4 – Cost and technical characteristics of the available equipment in the region. 

 Cost [$] Maximum power [W] Energy generated [Wh/day] 

PV panels 

(3 types) 

451 50 217 

636 75 326 

821 100 434 
    

 Cost [$] Admissible power [W]  

PV controllers 67 50  
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(3 types) 81 75  

95 100  
    

 Cost [$] Maximum power [W]  

Wind turbines 

(2 types) 

974 300  

2737 1200  
    

 Cost [$] Admissible power [W]  

Wind controllers 

(2 types) 

165 420  

285 1440  
    

 Cost [$] Storage capacity [Wh/day]  

Batteries 

(2 types) 

225 1500  

325 3000  
    

 Cost [$] Power [W]  

Inverters 

(2 types) 

377 300  

1000 1000  
    

 Cost [$]   

Meters 

(1 types) 
50   

    

 Cost [$/m]   

Wiring 

(1 type) 
3   

 
Table 5 – Energy generated by each type of wind turbine at each point of the community. 

Point 
Energy generated [Wh/day] 

Wind turbine type 1 Wind turbine type 2 

1 95 445 

2 357 1460 

3 581 2135 

4 498 1889 

5 504 1913 

6 488 1856 

7 512 1926 

 

The aim of this activity is to develop a Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) model that 

allows designing the electrification system for the community of Rio Colorado. The model has to: 
 

 Minimize the initial investment cost. 

 Decide the type of equipment to install (PV panels, PV controllers, wind turbines, wind 

controllers, batteries, inverters and meters) and where. 

 Decide the configuration of the electrical distribution (microgrids and individual systems). 

 Consider the technical limitations that are detailed next: 

o PV panels, PV controllers, wind turbines, wind controllers, batteries, inverters and meters 

must be installed at consumption points. 

o The PV panels and/or the wind turbines installed at a point must produce enough electricity 

to cover the energy demand of the supplied points (which will only be the point where 

generators are placed in the case of individual systems and will be this point plus the 

connected points in the case of microgrids). 

o The total admissible power of the PV controllers installed at a point must be higher than or 

equal to the total maximum power of the PV panels installed at the point. 
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o The total admissible power of the wind controllers installed at a point must be higher than or 

equal to the total maximum power of the wind turbines installed at the point. 

o The batteries installed at a point must have enough storage capacity to cover the energy 

demand of the supplied points. 

o The inverters installed at a point must have enough power to cover the power demand of the 

supplied points. 

o Meters must be installed only at the points belonging to a microgrid. 

o Individual systems do not have any input nor output wire. In exchange, microgrids have a 

radial scheme (in form of a tree). The microgrid points where generators are placed cannot 

have input wires but can have one or more output wires. The connected points must have 

one and only one input wire but can have one or more output wires. 

o The wires connecting the equipment (from the PV/wind generation until the first 

consumption point, indicated as Generation system in Figure 6) are not considered, since 

their length is not significant in front of the distance between points. 

 

Remark: The target is to develop a MILP model as generic as possible, that can be used to 

solve the proposed problem, but that could allow designing another community with different data. 

 

4.3 Modelling solution 

Next, the modelling of each extension is realized referring to the starting model presented in 

the solution of the class activity. Next the changes in the data, the variables, the objective function 

and the constraints are presented. Note that the added constraints follow the numbering used in the 

starting model (see solution from the class activity)while is a constraint or the objective function are 

modified, the equation number is indicated with an apostrophe (X’). 

 

1. Data 

The parameters related to the consumption points (P, Lpd, EDp, PDp, AD), the PV generation 

(S, ESs, CSs), the batteries (B, EBb, CBb), the inverters (I, PIi, CIi), the microgrid (CC) and the 

additional data (M) remain unchanged. Moreover, the next data are added: 

 

PV Generation: 

PSs Maximum power [W] of a PV panel of type s (s=1,…,S). 

 

Wind Generation: 

A Types of wind turbines (a=1,…,A). 

EApa Energy generated [Wh/day] by a wind turbine of type a placed at point p (p=1,…,P; 

a=1,…,A). 

PAa Maximum power [W] of a wind turbine of type a (a=1,…,A). 

CAa Cost [$] of a wind turbine of type a (a=1,…,A). 

Wind controllers: 

R Types of wind controllers (r=1,…,R). 

PRr Maximum power [W] admissible by a wind controller of type r (r=1,…,R). 

CRr Cost [$] of a wind controller of type r (r=1,…,R). 

 

PV controllers: 

Z Types of PV controllers (z=1,…,Z). 

PZz Maximum power [W] admissible by a PV controller of type r (z=1,…,Z). 

CZz Cost [$] of a PV controller of type r (z=1,…,Z). 
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Meter: 

CM Cost [$] of an electric meter. 

 

2. Variables 

The integer non-negative variables used to define the location and sizing of the PV panels 

(xsps), the batteries (xbpb) and the inverters (xipi); the float non-negative variables to define 

energy(fepd) and power (fppd) flows; and the binary variables to define the generation points (xgp) 

and the microgrid wires (xcpd) remain unchanged. Moreover, the next variables are added. 

 

 Integer non-negative variables to define the location and sizing of the new equipment: 

xapa Number of wind turbines of type a placed at point p (p=1,…,P; a=1,…,A). 

xrpr Number of wind controllers of type r placed at point p (p=1,…,P; r=1,…,R). 

xzpz Number of PV controllers of type z placed at point p (p=1,…,P; z=1,…,Z). 

 

 Binary variable to define the location of the electric meters: 

xmp∈ {0;1} 1, if an electric meter is installed at point p (p=1,…,P). 

 

3. Objective function 

The objective function (1) is substituted by (1’), which also minimizes the project cost 

butincluding the new equipment: wind turbines, wind regulators, PV panels, PV regulators, 

batteries, inverters, meters and wires. 

 

 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1|

P A P R P S P Z

a pa r pr s ps z pz

p a p r p s p z

P B P I P P P

b pb i pi p pd pd

p b p i p p d p d

MIN Z CA xa CR xr CS xs CZ xz

CB xb CI xi CM xm L CC xc

       

       

        

       

   

    

 (1’) 

 

4. Constraints 

Constraints (2), (5), (6), (7), (8), (9) and (10) remain unchanged. Moreover, the next 

constraints are modified or added. Constraint (11) complements(2) and (3’)substitutes(3) in order to 

define the variable xgp. If there is, at least, one PV panel (2) or one wind turbine (11) at a point, this 

is a generation point; so the variable xgp takes value 1. In exchange, if there are neither PV panels 

nor wind turbines (3’), this is a non-generation point; so the variable xgp takes value 0.Constraint (4) 

is substituted by (4’). At each consumption point the energy flow arriving by the input wires (for 

non-generation points) or the energy generated by the installed PV panels (for generation points) 

must be higher than or equal to the energy consumed by the own point plus the energy leaving by 

the output wires (if any). Constraints (12) and (13) are added in order to size the PV and wind 

controllers, respectively. At each point, the total power of the installed PV / wind controllers is 

higher than or equal to the total power of the installed PV panels / wind turbines. Note that for 

generation points the constraints have an effect, while for non-generation points both elements are 

zero. Finally constraints (14) and (15) are added. A point is part of a microgrid if it has an input 

wire and/or one or more output wires. In both cases the values of the variable xmp is 1. In other 

cases, since the variable is included in the objective function, its tendency is to take value 0. 

 

1

A

pa p

a

xa M xg


   1,...,p P  (11) 
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1 1

A S

pa ps p

a s

xa xs xg
 

    1,...,p P  (3’) 

1| 1 1 1|

P S A P

qp s ps pa pa p pd

q p q s a d p d

fe ES xs EA xa ED fe
     

          1,...,p P  (4’) 

1 1

R A

r pr a pa

r a

PR xr PA xa
 

     1,...,p P  (12) 

1 1

Z S

z pz s ps

z s

PZ xz PS xs
 

     1,...,p P  (13) 

1|

P

pd p

d p d

xc M xm
 

   1,...,p P  (14) 

1|

P

qp p

q p q

xc xm
 

  1,...,p P  (15) 

 

4.4 Solution 

The programming language to solve the model is not shown since there are many specialized 

software available for models’ resolution, each one with a different language. Once the model is 

solved for the proposed community, the electrification solution that should be reached is: 

 

 The total cost of the solution is $11338.9. 

 In particular a wind microgrid is obtained with generation in the point 3 and then successively 

attaining the points 4, 5, 6 and 7. This microgrid is supplied by a wind turbine of type 2 (1200 

W), one wind controller of type 2 (1440 W), one battery of type 1 (1500 Wh/day), two batteries 

of type 2 (3000 Wh/day), one inverter of type 1 (300 W), one inverter of type 2 (1000 W), 5 

meters (one at each point) and a total wires length of 355.6 meters. 

 The remaining points 1 and 2 are electrified using PV individual systems. At point 1 a PV panel 

of type 2 (75 W), a PV controller of type 2 (75 W), a battery of type 1 (1500 Wh/day) and an 

inverter of type 1 (300 W) are installed. At point 2 more powerful devices are used since the 

point is a health center instead of a house and so has a higher energy and power demands. In 

particular, one PV panel of type 1 (50 W), two PV panels of type 3 (100 W), two PV controllers 

of type 2 (75 W), one PV controller of type 3 (100 W), one battery of type 2 (3000 Wh/day) and 

two inverters of type 1 (300 W) are installed. 

 

4.5 Evaluation criteria 

As stated before, this activity is divided in two main parts: the modelling of the 

comprehensive model (adding the three proposed extensions to the model developed in the class 

activity) and the resolution of the model for the proposed community using specialized software. 

This whole activity is marked up to 7 points (the remaining 3 points where evaluated in the class 

activity); and in particular the first part is marked up to 4 points while the second part is marked up 

to 3 points. Next, some guiding criteria are defined: 

 

Model development 

 The group has not been able to develop a model that includes the proposed three 

extensions (wind technology, PV/wind controllers and meters) and did surely not 

understand the basic model from the class activity. 

0 points 
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 The group has developed a model that does not include all the proposed extensions 

and that has great mistakes or inconsistencies. 
1 point 

 The group has developed a model that includes all the proposed extensions but that 

has important mistakes or inconsistencies. 
2 points 

 The group has developed a model that includes all the proposed extensions but that 

has some minor mistakes or inconsistencies. 
3 points 

 The group has developed a comprehensive model that adequately includes the three 

proposed extensions without neither mistakes nor inconsistencies. 
4 points 

  

Model resolution 

 The group has not solved the model. 0 points 

 The group has solved the model but the solution is not correct, due to errors in 

introducing the model in the specialized software. 
1 point 

 The group has solved the model but the solution is not correct, due to a bad 

explanation of the obtained solution. 
2 points 

 The model has been adequately solved and the solution has been correctly explained, 

indicating all the equipment installed as well as the distribution scheme. 
3 point 

 

5 Further materials 

Next, some videos show the electrification systems installed in the communities of Alto Peru 

and El Alumbre, as well as the life conditions of population and hoy electricity has allowed 

changing their lives: 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H8Jzfsis2-w 

 http://vimeo.com/3582395 

 http://vimeo.com/3190676 

 http://vimeo.com/3570227 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lEHg8o0sRtw 

 

Additionally some presentations, articles, book chapters and a book are recommended to have 

a wide overview about the kind of projects focused by the developed mathematical model: 

 https://grecdh.upc.edu/publicacions/congressos/energia-1/cng10-kenia-alumbre.pdf 

 http://greenempowerment.org/rnXHY_CommunitySmall-ScaleWindGenerationinPeru.pdf 

 Ferrer-Martí, L., Domenech, B.,Canedo, W., Reza, C., Tellez, M., Dominguez, M.,Perone, 

L., Salinas, J., 2010. Experiences of community wind electrification projects in Bolivia: 

Evaluation and improvements for future projects. In: Nayeripour, M., Kheshti, M., 

Sustainable growth and applications in renewable energy sources. Ed. Intech, pp. 85-106. 

 Escobar, R., Vilar, D., Velo, E., Ferrer-Martí, L. Domenech, B., 2012. Promoting and 

improving renewable energy projects through local capacity development. In: Sencan, A., 

Modeling and optimization of renewable energy systems. Ed. Intech, pp. 147-170. 

 Ferrer-Martí, L., Cubells, A., Velo, E., Carrillo, M., 2013. Proyectos de electrificación rural 

con energías renovables. Experiencias, lecciones aprendidas y retos de futuro. Ed. Icaria. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H8Jzfsis2-w
http://vimeo.com/3582395
http://vimeo.com/3190676
http://vimeo.com/3570227
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lEHg8o0sRtw
https://grecdh.upc.edu/publicacions/congressos/energia-1/cng10-kenia-alumbre.pdf
http://greenempowerment.org/rnXHY_CommunitySmall-ScaleWindGenerationinPeru.pdf
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